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Abstract
As one of the most popular data mining techniques, clustering is an important way of
exploratory data analysis and pattern discovery given the explosive increasing amount of
dataset. Applying clustering in customer segmentation is a common method to discover
high-value customers. However, traditional clustering methods such as k-means are
performing single direction (either row or column) on the data matrix, and thus the
clustering results might involve cases that are irrelevant to specific dimensions. Besides,
traditional clustering is achieved upon the whole set of attributes or variables, and
therefore only capable of discovering global information. Along this line, in order to
reduce the dimensions and find out potential local patterns in the data matrix, we
proposed a bi-clustering algorithm for customer segmentation. Our experiments using
supermarket customer dataset improve the effectiveness and efficiency of proposed
bi-clustering algorithm.
Keywords: Clustering, Bi-clustering, Customer segmentation, High-value customer
discovery

1. Introduction
The explosive increasing amount of data makes it even more difficult to discover
meaningful information, and therefore how to acquire information effectively and
efficiently has become one of the most significant focuses. That is what data mining
techniques are used for. As an interdisciplinary field, data mining [1] refers to the process
and techniques involved to find out useful information from a pile of data, and has been
successfully applied in many areas [2-5].
As one of the most popular data mining techniques, clustering is an important way of
exploratory data analysis and pattern discovery. The basic idea of clustering is to group
the dataset into several clusters, such that the objects within the same cluster are similar
enough and the objects across different clusters are different enough [1]. Many clustering
methods have been proposed, such as hierarchical clustering [6], k-means [7],
Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) [8], and Support Vector Machines (SVM) [9], etc.
However, traditional clustering methods are performing single direction (either row or
column) on the data matrix, and thus the clustering results might involve cases that are
unrelated to specific dimensions. Besides, traditional clustering is achieved upon the
whole set of attributes or variables, and therefore only capable of discovering global
information. Indeed, given the rapidly growing of dataset scale and dimension, in order to
reduce the dimensions and find out potential local patterns in the data matrix,
bi-clustering was proposed [10] and has been widely applied in microarray bioinformatics
[11], text mining [12], and recommender systems [13], etc.
Customer segmentation in one of the most significant concept in Customer
Relationship Management (CRM) [14], which refers to the process of dividing customers
into groups of individuals with similarity in terms of specific attributes, such as age,
gender, credit, etc. According to the 80-20 rules [15] in CRM, that is, 80% profit comes
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from 20% customers, discovering high potential customers and maintaining relationships
with customers is the key in market competition for enterprises. By precisely identifying
different segments of customer base and customizing products and services for different
groups of customers, differentiated marketing can be achieved.
There exist some efforts in customer segmentation in academic. For example, Jackson
et al. [16-18] proposed to use Customer Lifetime Value (CLV) and Customer Lifetime
Profit (CLP) to construct an evaluation system and take the customers with maximum net
profit as high value customers. However, evaluation indicators based method is quite
dependent on the experiences and domain knowledge of experts with strong subjective.
Another category of methods are using clustering techniques to automatically discover
potential patterns from the history data of customers. For example, Kuo et al. [19-20]
combined fuzzy clustering and k-means clustering to find out high value customers from
the customer base. However, traditional clustering is targeted to the whole set of attributes
for the whole cases in one direction, that is, clusters are divided either by attributes or
cases. Therefore, the clustering results are not fine enough, and the characteristics are not
comprehensible since irrelevant and redundant dimensions might be involved, which
contributes the low quality of clustering.
In this paper, we employ bi-clustering to improve the customer segmentation task.
Specifically, based on a case study on customer segmentation for a supermarket, we
proposed a bi-clustering algorithm to identify high value customers. Besides, we conduct
experiments to prove the effectiveness and efficiency of bi-clustering compared to
traditional clustering algorithms such as k-means.

2. Preliminary
The concept of bi-clustering (or simultaneous clustering) was first proposed by
Hartigan in 1972 [10], which presented a technique for clustering cases and variables
simultaneously, and the clustering results are the direct interpretation of the clusters on
the data. Later on, Cheng et al. [21] introduced bi-clustering into gene expression pattern
analysis by allowing automatic discovery of similarity based on a subset of attributes and
simultaneous clustering of genes and conditions. Besides, they gave the definition of
bi-cluster as follows:
Definition 1 (Bi-cluster). Suppose X is the set of genes, Y is the set of conditions,
and A is the corresponding matrix of genes and conditions, where element aij  A
means the i -th gene and j -th condition. Let I , J be the subset of X , Y , and the
corresponding matrix for ( I , J ) is notated as AIJ . The mean square residual of AIJ
is:

H (I , J ) 

1
(aij  ai , J  aI , j  aI , J )2 ,

| I || J | iI , jJ

(1)
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| J | jJ
| I || J | iI , jJ
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value of row, column and submatrix respectively. If sub-matrix AIJ
satisfies H ( I , J )   ,   0 , AIJ is termed as a  -bi-cluster.
Where ai , J 

Therefore, the objective of bi-clustering is to discover all sub-matrices (i.e., bi-clusters)
that satisfy the above requirement. Compared to traditional clustering, bi-clustering has
two main characteristics. (1) locality: within a bi-cluster, genes have high local similarity
for some conditions instead of all conditions. (2) multiplicity: one gene can be expressed
by multiple conditions or none, that is one gene can belong to multiple bi-clusters or none.
Figure 1 illustrates the difference between traditional clustering and bi-clustering. Take
the gene expression as an example, where rows denote genes, and columns denote
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conditions. Figure 1(a) is the clustering based on genes, i.e., to group the dataset by cases,
and Figure 1(b) is the clustering based on conditions, i.e., to group the dataset by
variables. Either way is performed over the whole dataset with all the cases and variables.
By contrast, bi-clustering in Figure 1(c) is dependent on both rows and columns to
discover potential local patterns for specific cases and variables.

Figure 1. Traditional Clustering V.s. Bi-Clustering

3. Bi-Clustering Algorithm
Suppose the customer record is a m  n matrix, notated as A , where each row
denotes a customer case, and each column denotes one attribute of customer records.
Suppose AKL is a sub-matrix of A , where K is the size of rows and L is the size of
columns.
The objective of customer segmentation using bi-clustering is to find out the best
bi-clusters with highest value and maximum support. On one hand, the best bi-clusters
should have minimum mean square residual, so that the objects within one bi-cluster are
consistent enough. Second, we need to find out the most significant characteristics of
specific clusters, that is, to discover the set of attributes with maximum support within
each bi-clusters. In this way, not only we ensure the residuals of bi-clusters are minimum,
but also the attributes within each bi-cluster are most relevant.
Indicated by Shabalin et al. [22], matrix A can be expressed by the composition of
K -layer bi-cluster and noises, where each element aij is:
K

aij   ak I (i  I k , j  J k )   ij ,

(2)

k 1

Where I k , J k are the sets of rows and columns for k -th layer bi-cluster, ak is the
value at i -th row and j -th column in the k -th layer bi-cluster, and  ij is the random
noise, and subjects to standard normal distribution, i.e.,  ~ N (0,1) . I (i  I k , j  J k )
is 1 if there exists element at i -th row and j -th column in the k -th layer bi-cluster;
otherwise 0.
Assuming that there is no bi-clusters in matrix A , we have aij ~ N (0,1) , where

aij  A . Suppose the probability of sub-matrix AKL satisfying H ( K , L)   is notated
as pKL ( ) , where H ( K , L) is calculated from Equation (1). There are CmK CnL
sub-matrixes in total. Define a score function for a sub-matrix K  L as follows.
Definition 2 (Score function). Assign a score for sub-matrix K  L by:
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Score( AKL )   lg CmK CnL pKL ( ) ,

(3)

Which means there exists at least one submatrix whose mean square residual is smaller
than  , if there is no bi-clusters in matrix A . The larger Score( AKL ) is, the better the
mean and size AKL is.
On the other hand, we want the attributes (or variables) within each bi-cluster are most
relevant; in other words, the support of specific attribute set within bi-clusters is
maximized. We define the support as follows.
Definition 3 (Attributes support). Let the set of attributes (i.e., columns) be C  M ,
where M is the whole set of attributes in A . The attributes support of C can be
calculated as:

if j  C , aij  0 

min | a |, 
Sup(C )   jC ij
( max aij  min aij )   min | aij |;


jC
jC
jC


 0,
otherwise.
Where i denotes rows or cases, j denotes columns or attributes.

(4)

Figure 2. Flow Chart of Bi-Clustering
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Attribute support Sup(L) is used to discover the bi-clusters with most relevant and
consistent attribute set, and also check if a bi-cluster could be merged to an existing
bi-cluster. Therefore, given a matrix A composed by cases (i.e., customers) and
attributes, the objective of our bi-clustering algorithm is to discover the submatrix AKL
with maximum score Score( AKL ) and minimum support Sup(L) . The process of
proposed bi-clustering algorithm is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 3. Flow Chart of Attribute Support Check
As shown in Figure 2, after constructing data matrix Amn , the bi-clustering algorithm
can be described as follows:
Step 1: input the number of bi-clusters nc , the threshold of Score( AKL ) thscr , the
threshold of Sup(L) thsup , and the maximum number of iterations itr ;
Step
2:
randomly
select
rows
and
columns,
where
L
K
K  (0, m / 2), L  (0, n / 2) , and get the sub-matrix AKL with maximum Score( AKL ) ;
Step 3: iteratively change the numbers of rows and columns in turn, and get the
sub-matrix with maximum Score() . Now we have the set of qualified submatrices;
Step 4: for each qualified sub-matrix given AKL , check the attribute support, as shown
in Figure 3. If Sup(L) is larger than thsup , get the intersection of two submatrices, and
then return to Step 2 for the next iteration;
Step 5: for discovered submatrix, check score function Score() . If Score() is
larger than thscr , one bi-cluster is found, and then return to Step 2 to find the next
bi-cluster; otherwise, the algorithm stops.

4. Experiment
The dataset we used in this experiment is FoodMart20001, an example database from
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Analysis Services. FoodMart is a large scale supermarket in
America, Mexico and Canada. There are 10,281 customer records, and the attributes of
1

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa217032
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customers include: name, sex, address, phone number, marital status, education, yearly
income, number of children, card type, the amount of consumption, etc. Before further
analysis, we first perform normalization of all fields:

x 'ij 

xij  x j
.
1 n
( xij  x j )2

n  1 i 1

(5)

We implement the bi-clustering algorithm using Matlab. The settings are nc  3 ,
thscr  0 , thsup  60% , itr  100 . We compare the performance of proposed
bi-clustering algorithm with k-means.
First, in order to measure the contributions of each cluster compared to the whole
customer base, we define the value degree of each cluster as the ratio of the average
amount of consumption within the cluster to the average over the whole consumption for
all customers. Table 1 gives the results of value degree comparison. From Table 1 we can
observe that Cluster 1 is the highest-value group, while Cluster 3 is the lowest-value
group. However, using k-means clustering, the difference is not obvious, and thus
k-means is not suitable for identifying high-value customers in customer segmentation
problem. The reason that bi-clustering is more precise in identifying high-value customers
lies in the fact that bi-clustering allows to put together the subset of attributes related to
consumption ability, while k-means can only cluster over the whole set of attributes.
Table 1. Comparison of Value Degree of Clusters
Cluster No.

Bi-clustering

K-means

1

236.84

2.33

2

102.19

1.17

3

8.45

1.01

Second, we evaluate the effectiveness of clustering results. Since the number of
attributes in each bi-cluster varies, we define some measurements as follows.
Definition 4 (Degree of Separation). Given the clustering results C1, C2 ,..., Cnc , where
nc is the number of bi-clusters, the degree of separation for the clustering results is
calculated as:
nc

1
|| ci  c ||2 ,
|
v
|
i 1
i

DS  

(6)

Where vi is the number of attributes in i -th bi-cluster, ci , c are the centroids of

i -th bi-cluster and the whole dataset, and  denotes the distance.
Definition 5 (Degree of Closeness). Given the clustering results C1, C2 ,..., Cnc , where
nc is the number of bi-clusters, the degree of closeness for the clustering results is
calculated as:
nc


DC   max   || x  ci ||2  ,
i 1
 xCi

Where Ci is the i -th bi-cluster, and ci is the centroid of Ci .
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Figure 4. Execution Time Comparison of Bi-Clustering and k-Means
The larger DS , the better differentiation across clusters. The smaller DC , the more
similarity within clusters. Table 2 gives the effectiveness comparison of clustering results.
Calculate the measurements for each clustering result of proposed bi-clustering algorithm
and k-means, we can observe that bi-clustering outperforms k-means.
Table 2. Comparison of Clustering Effectiveness
Algorithm

DS

DC

Bi-clustering

427.12

138.29

K-means

18.65

379.38

We also compare the execution time of bi-clustering and k-means in Figure 4. From the
figure, we can see that with the size of dataset increasing, the execution time of
bi-clustering is much less than k-means. The possible reason is that unlike k-means
globally clustering over the whole dataset, bi-clustering treats the set of cases and
attributes locally, which effectively reduces the problem scale. Therefore, bi-clustering is
more efficient in dealing with large scale and high-dimensional dataset.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose to introduce bi-clustering algorithm for customer
segmentation problem, and compare the performance of proposed bi-clustering with
k-means algorithm. In future works, we would like to investigate the extension of
bi-clustering applications and the combination of bi-clustering with other algorithms,
swarm intelligence algorithms, for example.
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